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Report on TAJ MODEUROP
MODEUROP Roundtable & Colour Club Meeting for the Spring Summer 2015 season held in India
during 14-16 November 2013, AGRA
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PRELUDE
The ENDEAVOUR: TAJ MODEUROP
For India, to make its presence felt in the foreyards of the leather trade, it is imperative that it be in the
vanguard of deciding fashion colours and textures that are followed globally. It is in this context that
the TAJ MODEUROP endeavour assumed greater significance because access to first hand fashion
related information gives our manufacturers a tremendous lead time advantage over their
competitors.
The CSIR-Central Leather Research Institute (CSIR-CLRI) presented ‘TAJ MODEUROP,’ with the Council
for Leather Exports (CLE) as ‘India Partner’ and Footwear Design & Development Institute (FDDI) and
Agra Footwear Manufacturers & Exporters Chamber (AFMEC) as Main Sponsors and leading Leather
and Leather Product Associations & Institutions like ISF, IFLMEA, ILPA, ILGA, CFLI, LCMA & Gupta HC
Overseas co-sponsoring the event with the support of the Indian Leather Sector.
What happened at TAJ MODEUROP?
The MODEUROP Roundtable & Colour Club Meeting for the Spring Summer 2015 season was held
during 14-16 November 2013 in Agra, India coinciding with the 7th edition of Meet at AGRA.






The Leather Colours & Textures for the Spring Summer 2015 season; besides
Review of the MODEUROP Autumn Winter 14/1 5 season
Trade Fair (Paris fair, Bologna fair) Reports on the Trends for the Autumn Winter 14/15 season
Top Colours for the Autumn Winter 14/1 5 season were voted for
Fashion Trends for the Autumn Winter 14/ 15 season

were discussed during the meet in India.

Fashion Adoption Workshop was held in Agra on 16th November 2013 to reach out the Trends to the
discerning members of the Indian Leather and Leather Products Industry.
Thirty Two Fashion Experts from Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, USA, Finland and India participated
in the MODEUROP Roundtable and Colour Club Meeting during 14-16 November 2013.
Why TAJ MODEUROP?
The MODEUROP Roundtable was held in India in Year 1999 in Chennai for the first time in the history of
MODEUROP; outside of Europe, the second time it was held during Year 2007, again in Chennai.
This time, the MODEUROP Roundtable coincided with the 7th edition of Meet at Agra fair slated for 15-17
November 2013 at the BSNL Grounds, Agra.
It was but apt to organize the Roundtable and Colour Club Meeting to reach out and go beyond.
Who is MODEUROP?
www.modeurop.com
• MODEUROP is an International Institution founded in 1960 in Zurich / Switzerland by the most
important institutions of the leather and footwear industry.
• MODEUROP forecasts fashion and trends in Leathers, Colours and Materials for the International
market, three seasons ahead.
India is a member of MODEUROP since 1994. CLRI and CLE jointly hold the membership.
The MODEUROP initiative has been very successful in catapulting India into the foreyards of fashion.

Introduction of Team MODEUROP & Team INDIA
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In his Welcome address, Mr Manfred Junkert, Director of the Federal Association of the Footwear and
Leather Goods industry and General Manager of the German Shoe Institute (DSI) and Managing
Director, MODEUROP stated that Team MODEUROP was extremely happy to be in India. He briefly

recounted the journey of MODEUROP and expressed that MODEUROP had a very strong arm in India
and that India was its valued partner. He thanked the organizers for the Invitation to host the TAJ
MODEUROP in Agra and said that they were very excited to be in India for a successful Roundtable
and Colour Club Meeting for the Spring Summer 2015 season.
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In response, Shri Puran Dawar, President, AFMEC warmly welcomed Team MODEUROP in India on
behalf of the entire Leather and Leather product Industry. He emphasized that while AGRA was
known as the city of the TAJ it was also well known for its Footwear Manufacturing. He traced the
growth of Agra in Leather exports and its dominant presence in the Domestic Market and said that it
was a proud moment for the entire industry that the TAJ MODEUROP was being held in Agra.
Smt. Sunanda Santappa, Assistant Director, Council foe Leather Exports and Co-ordinator of the TAJ
MODEUROP endeavour elucidated the role of the India Partner - the Council for Leather Exports. She
warmly welcomed the delegates and wished them an enjoyable stay in India while also wishing all
success to the Roundtable and Colour Club meeting of MODEUROP.
Thereafter, members of the MODEUROP team and Team India introduced themselves and essentially
expressed their overwhelming happiness at being in Agra for the TAJ MODEUROP endeavour.
On behalf of CSIR-CLRI, Shri Gautham G, Head, CSIR-CLRI Shoe Design and Development Centre
extended a hearty welcome to the MODEUROP delegates.
Shri Md Sadiq, CSIR-CLRI & Vice-President, MODEUROP then traced the ‘baby steps’ of India at
MODEUROP and recounted the History of MODEUROP in India. He expressed his pleasure to be
associated with MODEUROP and graciously welcomed the Team in India.

Update on MODEUROP Autumn Winter 14/15 season
The Roundtable began with Mrs Marga Indra Heide, Fashion Trend Consultant, MODEUROP presenting
the Colour & Leather Trends at Le Cuir and LINEAPELLE Fairs for the Autumn Winter 14/15 season.

She highlighted that:
Materials were clearly in focus: Metallised surfaces and high-impact finishes were the overriding theme
of the trade fairs. There’s gloss, shimmer and shine – rich, luxurious and glamorous.
Centre stage here is novel coated or laminated leather with a clearly discernible grain pattern. Soft
touch is a “must” for these materials. Add to this supple nappa with a perlato lustre and silky finish as
well as nubuck and suede that appear as if dusted with a touch of metallic powder.
Also up-and-coming are aged or placed metallic effects and degradé looks resulting from brushing or
applying cream. This range is complemented by a wide variety of patent leathers and mock crock
that also hone in on the shiny, metallised look.
In any case imagination is key – be it for leather or high-tech materials!
Embossing is big. Key here are tactile elements, standing proud of the surface all the way down to 3D
effects.
These also include laser-cut materials – most of which are backed, therefore giving rise to exciting
material and colour contrasts.
Just as hard to overlook is the widespread use of wadding and topstitching. There are no limits to the
shapes of these saddle-stitched motifs – ranging from graphic to ornamental .
F U R: Alongside classic lambskin even mink and astrakhan are in evidence. These furs, however, do
not have to be genuine. Fake furs are preferred.
Now to the colours: “Back to Reality” will also be a big theme next winter!
General opinion has it that the next winter season will once again focus on black.
And then there is this intriguing series of new fashionable darks.
Modeurop’s colour story DEEP features the most important nuances. Here, too, slightly metallised
effects are to enhance the respective colour effects.
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MODEUROP members gathered around the Tables that had on display the MODEUROP Leathers/
Colours for the Autumn Winter 14/15 season alongside the Leathers/ Colours from Le Cuir and
LINEAPELLE.
The Fashion Experts were engaged in updating the MODEUROP Colour Card for the Autumn Winter
14/15 season.

Colour Voting for TOP Colours for the MODEUROP Autumn Winter 14/15
season
The Members later voted for the TOP Colours for the MODEUROP Autumn Winter 14/ 15 season.
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VOTING RESULTS

No: 1

BLACK FOREST + DARK WINE

No: 2
WINTER TURQUOISE + ASPHALT

No: 3

NIGHT BLUE + MUSTANG

Visit to TAJ MAHAL & Kalakrithi Show on Mohabbat-e-TAJ
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The Regional Office of the Council for Leather Exports in Agra had left no stone unturned in ensuring
that the delegates make it a point to visit “one of the seven wonders of the world’ – the TAJ MAHAL.
The MODEUROP delegates were spellbound by the marvellous beauty of the TAJ MAHAL and described
it as mesmerizing and breath-taking in its splendour.

On the advice of Shri Puran Dawar, President, AFMEC, the MODEUROP delegates visited the ‘Kalakrithi
Cultural and Convention Centre’ and witnessed an enthralling dance-drama – “Mohabbat the Taj”
which was a saga of love. The Team thoroughly enjoyed the performance and carried fond memories
to cherish for a lifetime.

Set-up of Leathers for pre-selection
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Mr Gebhard Muller, Mr K Dayalan, Mr Md Sadiq, Ms Marga Indra Heide, Mr Martin Wutke and Ms Jutta
Turnwald are seen displaying the leather/ colour proposals from Italy, Germany and India in the three
colour groups: LOGICAL, EMOTIONAL and NATURAL.
The Fashion Experts pre-selected leathers/ colours in the three colour groups.

Colour Trend presentations by Fashion Experts
MODEUROP Colour Trends for Spring Summer 2015 season
Triad of Colours for S/S 2015 by Mrs Marga Indra Heide & Mr Gebhard Muller
The themes and colours conceived for S/S 2015 are multi-faceted and full of excitement even though
they may cause some confusion at first glance.
The background to this spectrum of lavish colours is the previous, colour-intense summer seasons and
the contrasts created by the dark, mysterious and rich winter trends. The coming 14-15 Autumn/Winter
season is also expected to be bathed in this dark colour scheme again. But after such dark and
mundane A/W season colours often tend to “explode” – they adopt 'Modern Art' influences with
colours galore juxtaposing these with classic contrasts such as black & white.
Alongside these visual highlights the trend towards tranquillity, balance, reason and sustainability is a
central theme. And in the face of these tendencies you feel a longing for balance. Which is why this

interplay of reason and emotion - as well as the tightrope walk between fascination, technology and a
global love of nature - are all synonymous with MODEUROP’s colour conceptions for S/S 15.
The wish to create some kind of order for this plethora of colour quickly gives rise to a sense of 'Ying &
Yang' because these are the terms to express the opposed relationship between two or more things.
(Quote: Roger T. Ames).
These opposed, highly contrasting extremes interacting with a balancing “centre” lead to a very
exciting triad that allows for two different interpretations. Like a modular design kit, a matrix, this triad is
clearly structured but leaves room for lots of combinations.
When observed from "the top down", for instance, the colour groups display colour harmonies and/or
colour families. Seen from left to right you can identify the graduated shades from light to dark and the
other way round. Regardless of the colour diversity, this 'Yin & Yang' is the epitome for black & white which is why these two basics will remain in evidence as colour classics for the new 2015 S/S season.
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LOGICAL
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The 'Yang' part of the Taiji symbol stands for all that is clear, bright, tough, active and male. LOGICAL
stands for the challenges we face in modern life, for novel technologies and innovations. It is
synonymous with the future, research and science, logic, navigation and the virtual network of the 21st
century. Inspired by this focus the new materials – both fabric and leather – also feature interesting
textures and innovative surface finishes at the highest technical level.

Gloss, transparency, perforation (laser cut) and light weights are key looks. The colour range assigned
to LOGICAL starts with light white shades with a grey and blue tinge. Cool colour nuances reminiscent
of pale cloudy skies and state-of-the-art technology dominate here. Blue tones increase in freshness,
radiance and intensity all the way through to a summery aqua blue. As this colourway grows darker it
becomes harder to pin down featuring grey shades and classics like navy & black which represent the
darkness of the night.

EMOTIONAL
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In contrast to the first cool group this theme is characterised by emotion, the individual and its “focal
centre”. Here care, understanding, empathy and warmth are centre stage. We care for our body and
travel to the inside of our soul. But this is also about social networks, about relations, about longing and
love.
And there can only be one colour family that covers all of these emotions: red! The range commences
with delicate, pale skin tones and ends with fiery red hues. The range is finally rounded off by dramatic,
dark red shades. Imagination knows no bounds when love comes into play.

This is why the materials used here can come with both shiny and velvety finishes. More importantly,
everything must be soft and supple. The feel is key - which is also why tangible, graspable embossing
and laser-cut versions are up and coming.

NATURAL
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This triad of reason and feeling is now joined by nature as a third connecting component. This theme is
all about going back to the roots of our existence; about history, evolution, the beauty of our Blue
Planet and involvement in creation as a whole. We increasingly feel our global responsibility for
coming generations and for conserving our earth for them. Therefore, terms like ecology and
sustainability rank high on the agenda.

Imagining our earth we see lush, tropical rainforests, ffantastic flora and fauna before our eyes but also
dried-up steppes and barren landscapes, too. In line with these images and inspirations green and
brown versions set the tone here. These colour families open the fashion range with light neutral shades
and develop through warm yellow and intense green tones into summer darks, including khaki shades
and natural brown hues. Just as rich and authentic is the range of materials and leather used here. The
look is natural, genuine and authentic: linen, hemp, cotton and leather. You can “feel” the natural air.
This feel is underlined by special finishing effects such as creaming, waxing, polishing or brushing.

Wah Taj!
In preparation for the TAJ MODEUROP Roundtable and Colour Club Meeting for the Spring Summer
2015 season; 18 Tanners had readied 513 leather/ colour proposals that were ‘showcased’ in CSIR-CLRI
Shoe Design & Development Centre on 7th November 2013 to overwhelming response from the
Members of the Indian leather Fraternity who had a sneak ‘preview’ of the MODEUROP ‘Master Card’
for the Spring Summer 2015 season. Mr Md Sadiq, CSIR-CLRI in his presentation highlighted the Indian
endeavour.
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He also presented the Evolution of Colours for the Spring Summer 2015 season as well as the Leather
Texture Trends for the MODEUROP Spring Summer 2015 season.
Sl No

Colour Group

1.

WHITES

2.

SKINS

3.

BROWNS

4.

SS 2013

SS 2014

SS 2015

Luminous
YellowWhites
Delicate Shells

Immaterial
Washes
Milky & Chalky

White-

Fresh Glass Tones

Chic Terra-cottas

GREYS

Classical & Woody
Tones
Warm Clay Greys

Nude
&
Pearly
refinement
Brown/ Pastel variations

Silver Greys

Verdigris Light-Darks

5.

YELLOWS

Hot & Cold Yellows

Absinth Yellows

6.

REDS

Smart Corals

Shocking Pinks

7.

BLUES

Universal Blues

Precious Purple-Blues

8.

GREENS

Spring Yellow-Greens

Marine Turquoises

Yellow Tones become
more orange
Intensity of Glowing
Reds/ Pinks
Palette of Universal
Blues
Gradient
of
Moist
Greens

Textures for Spring Summer 2015 season
Frosty
Milky
Matt
Semi-Sheer
Polished
Suede
Nubuck

Satin
Pearly
Nude
Shimmering
Metallic
Glazed
Shiny

Antique
Marble
Milled
Striations
Glossy
Natural

Colour Selection for Spring Summer 2015
A plethora of leather/ colour proposals from Italy, Germany and India were presented at the
MODEUROP Roundtable & Colour Club Meeting for the Spring Summer 2015 season and these were
displayed in the three colour groups: Logical, Emotional and natural.
MODEUROP Members gathered around these leathers/ colours and discussed the ‘best colour/
leather’ for each colour group. After intense debate and discussion, a total of 21 colours were
selected to feature as ‘MODEUROP’ in the category of Shoes & Accessories and a total of 9 colours
were selected to feature as ‘MODEUROP’ in the category of Leather Garments.
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Colour Christening
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The MODEUROP Experts then speculated and arrived at the appropriate ‘colour names’ reflective of the
themes/ colour groups to which they belonged.

‘Winning Colours @ TAJ MODEUROP: Spring Summer 2015 season’

I.
Sl No

SHOES & ACCESSORIES
Country

Tannery

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

INDIA
INDIA
INDIA
GERMANY
INDIA
INDIA
INDIA

ATH Leder Fabrik
SURA Leathers
GOOD Leather
Richard Hoffman
ATH Leder Fabrik
ATH Leder Fabrik
TATA International Ltd

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

INDIA
ITALY
GERMANY
INDIA
INDIA
INDIA
INDIA

ATH Leder Fabrik
Colourtex
Richard Hoffman
ATH Leder Fabrik
ATH Leder Fabrik
ATH Leder Fabrik
GOOD Leather

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

INDIA
INDIA
INDIA
INDIA
INDIA
INDIA
GERMANY

GOOD Leather
ATH Leder Fabrik
Mathi Leathers
MAKH
MAKH
SSC Group
Richard Hoffman

II.
Sl No

Colour Code
LOGICAL
02.16
20.11
11.24
02.114
02.50
21.12
EMOTIONAL
02.24
02.39
02.29
02.33
11.46
NATURAL
11.18
02.72
13.21
12.02
12.50
19.01
-

Old Name

Re-named as

WHITE
SILVER GREY
SKY
LIGHT BLUE
TURCHESE
RIVER
OCEAN

CHALK
VAPOUR
H2O
AZUR
LAGOON
SPACE
UNIVERSE

CIPRIA
ROSE
PINK
GERANIE
MAGENTA
INNER CHERRY
FUSCHIA-2

TEINT
BLUSH
BLOSSOM
CORAL
ORCHID
RASPBERRY
CARDINAL

LINEN-3
OFF-WHITE
SUNNY
2242-YELLOW
PELOUSE
SILT
TAN

MARBLE
REED
SUN
CARAMEL
LEAF
AGAVE
MUSCAT

LEATHER GARMENTS
Country

Tannery

LG 1
LG 2
LG 3

GERMANY
INDIA
INDIA

Richard Hoffman
GOOD Leather
SSC Group

LG 4
LG 5
LG 6

INDIA
ITALY
INDIA

Drish Shoes
Colourtex
ATH Leder Fabrik

LG 7
LG 8
LG 9

INDIA
INDIA
INDIA

RR Leathers
RR Leathers
GOOD Leather

Colour Code
LOGICAL
11.35
19.21
EMOTIONAL
08.38
02.108
NATURAL
18.01
18.10
11.03

Old Name

Re-christened as

CRISTAL
MELANCHOLY
INK

STEAM
HORIZON
INDIGO

ROSE
GRIOTTE

ROSE PEARL
DAHLIA
CLARET

BEIGE
LAMB OLIVE

LINEN
BRICK
SAGE

ORANGE PERSIMMON
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Participation in the Inaugural Ceremony of 7th Meet at Agra Fair 2013
The major objective of organizing the “TAJ MODEUROP” in Agra was to coincide with the 7th Meet at
Agra Fair. Team MODEUROP was honoured at this Fair and the Doyens of the Leather Industry
welcomed them with open arms. They appreciated that Agra was being accorded the honour of
hosting this event and wished the endeavour all success.
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Official Gala Dinner hosted by INDIA:
A Gala Industry Dinner was held on 15th November 2013 at the ‘Diwan-e-Khas’, Hotel Mughal Sheraton,
Agra and was attended by the leading lights of the Indian Leather fraternity. This event was also
graced by Shri JK Dadoo, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, Government of India and Shri Atul
Chaturvedi, Joint Secretary, DIPP, Government of India.

Shri Md Sadiq, CSIR-CLRI then regaled the audience as he embarked on a Journey into the World of
MODEUROP. He stated that “ALL GOOD STORIES START FROM THE BEGINNING!” and traced the
events from the Autumn of the Year 1994 when the Gateway to ‘India at MODEUROP’ opened with
the MODEUROP Roundtable at Munich. He said that India was now connected to the World of Leather
Fashion and the Social Network with Team MODEUROP and had made Friends for Life with
MODEUROP!
Quoting Shri M Mohamed Hashim, the Doyen of the Indian Leather Industry who said that it was very
difficult in the 70’s and 80’s to get a MODEUROP Colour Card but it had all changed with the
participation and success of India at MODEUROP. He then recounted the Travel of India in Fashion
Forecasting for Leather and gave the audience a sneak peek of “what happens in MODEUROP” and
demonstrated how the MODEUROP initiative had been very successful in catapulting India into the
foreyards of fashion.
He then introduced Team MODEUROP who graciously came forward and took a bow amidst
thundering applause.
He introduced Team India and invited Padmashri M Rafeeque Ahmed to the podium. He then
introduced the India Partner, the Council for Leather Exports who were instrumental in enabling the
hosting of TAJ MODEUROP in India and also introduced the Main Sponsors: AFMEC and FDDI, who had
contributed very generously and supported in hosting the TAJ MODEUROP. He also introduced the
representatives of the Co-sponsors: ISF, IFLMEA, ILPA, ILGA, LCMA, CFLI and M/s Gupta HC Overseas.
He finally introduced two eminent personalities: Prof Pradyumna Vyas and Mrs Antara Kumar who had
added value to our endeavour!
He concluded by saying that we had made our date with History and it was now time to celebrate the
successful hosting of the TAJ MODEUROP in India.
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Salute Team MODEUROP, Salute Team INDIA

Fashion Adoption Workshop in Agra
INAUGURATION
Shri Gautham G, CSIR-CLRI expressed his great pleasure in Welcoming all to the “FASHION ADOPTION”
Workshop which was being held to reach out the Trends to the discerning members of the Indian
Leather and Leather Products Industry. He stated that it was a privilege that the MODEUROP Fashion
Experts were present and their presentations would be very beneficial. He said that everyone was
eager to hear from them about the latest fashion trends and imbibe some of their knowledge which
they were so willing to share with us.
Shri Puran Dawar, President, AFMEC in his address welcomed the dignitaries and stated that the
MODEUROP endeavour would help the industry stride ahead in the world of fashion and help it
achieve the targets set by the Government. He also explained the rationale behind the ‘Taj
Modeuroop’ endeavour.
Prof Dr AB Mandal, Director, CSIR-CLRI said that the MODEUROP Trend Presentations would be very
useful to our industry members in planning the showcasing of their capabilities in the niche fashion
markets of the world and complimented MODEUROP for their ‘value added’ assistance to our industry
members. He also said that CSIR-CLRI, on its part has always and will continue to work in tandem with
the industry and to help it put its “Best Foot Forward.”
Shri Aridaman Singh, Honourable Minister, U.P. Govt., expressed his delight that the TAJ Modeurop was
being held in the City of the Taj and was sure that it would give a fillip to the leather industry of Agra.
He was happy that experts from across the world had journeyed to Agra and their presence has made
Agra proud.
Shri R Ramesh Kumar, IAS, Executive Director, CLE said that it was an immense pleasure to be present in
Agra and the TAJ MODEUROP was a feather in the cap of the Indian leather Industry. He said that with
Fashion Design and technology inputs from the various Institutes, the Leather Industry was marching
forward.
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Fashion Adoption Workshop in Agra
PRESENTATIONS
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Mr Manfred Junkert, Director of the Federal Association of the Footwear and Leather Goods Industry
and General Manager of the German Shoe Institute (DSI) and Managing Director, MODEUROP spoke
on “European Footwear Markets and their future challenges”
Production
The worldwide production of footwear has stabilized at 21 billion pairs in 2012. Asia
continues to be the powerhouse of the footwear industry with an overall share
close to 90 %.
The EU has traditionally been and still is an important supplier of high quality
footwear in the footwear market. The production of high volume items however has
been outsourced to mainly Asia.
Import
The EU is the world’s largest importer of footwear, importing approximately 40 % of
the world imports. However, after reaching a maximum of 44 % in 2008, its share of
the world total has been declining for the last 5 years.
Trade channels
Most footwear is supplied in European countries through the specialized distribution
route which is from manufacturer to import/wholesaler to retailing shops and then
to the customer.
Consumption
The global consumption of footwear is still on the rise and was estimated at 16.4
billion pairs in 2012.
Future challenges
Among other things there are two main developments we have identified as the
ones, with the most influence on the market: Environment and E-Commerce
He covered the salient points from the presentation of Mr Ralph Hanus, Director of SABU Schuh &
Marketing GmbH and Chairman of the Fashion Committee for Shoes at the DSI (German Shoe Institute).
and President, MODEUROP on “Shoe sales and distribution in Germany, torn between traditional
retailing and new sales methods”
Since the beginning of the e-commerce age the German shoe trade has been
undergoing rapid changes. How will the market volume of more than 9 billion euros
be distributed in the future? Which price categories are gaining in significance?
To what extent will conventional, fixed-location retail shops continue to be able to
appeal to customers, in order to be able to generate adequate turnover and
retain their position on the market in the long term?
Ms Marga Indra-Heide, Fashion Consulting, Trend research and Member of the Modeurop Fashion
Board and Mr Gebhard Muller, Head of Design Roeckl made a joint presentation on “Preview: Fashion
Trends Autumn/Winter 14-15 & Colour Trends Spring/ Summer 15 and ” “SHOWCASE: Spring Summer
2015”
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Fashion Forecast Winter 2014-15
The fashion show will go on . . . . Authenticity, retrospective and playing with new
shapes are important elements to develop the fashion. This mode plays with
contrasts, especially new material combinations seem important. The new fashion is
sensitive and feminine, sometimes elitist and luxurious; on the other hand, there are
mysterious and wicked, even very provocative and rebellious approaches. This is
also reflected in attractive pumps, ankle boots and boots collections.
In addition, however, the sporty trend cannot be overlooked with a lot of function
and comfort. Hybrid types of casual sports shoes to winter snow boot dominate this
look.
Ms Ellen Campuzano, Head, Ellen Fashion Facts Folio made her presentation on “Fall 2014 Colour,
Material & Fashion Trends and all the shoes and handbags to accessorize the season’s trends Plus
Spring 2015 Colour & Material Preview”
CATWALK
The MODEUROP Fashion Experts displayed the selected ‘Leathers/ Colours’ in the three colour groups;
Logical, Emotional and natural in a fashion similar to Catwalk.

Farewell
India Partner to the TAJ MODEUROP endeavour, the Council for Leather Exports hosted the ‘farewell
dinner’ for the MODEUROP delegates at JW Marriott Hotel in New Delhi.
The delegates enjoyed the spread of Indian delicacies besides Italian and Chinese cuisine
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After three action packed days of intense presentations, discussions and fun-filled trips to places of
historical and cultural significance, it was time for Team MODEUROP to head back home. An emotional
Farewell Dinner was held for them at the JW Marriott Hotel in New Delhi and all the Team members
expressed their delight at being in India and thanked the Organizers for their wonderful hospitality.
They described their visit to India as “magical” and said that they were carrying back bountiful
memories which they would always cherish.

IMPRESSIONS
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